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Qatar crisis

2013 GCC documents shed light on current Qatar dispute
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

A

s Qatar projects itself as
a victim in the dispute
in the Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC), Gulf officials, to clarify their position, leaked previously classified
agreements to shed light on Doha’s
alleged lack of commitment to GCC
security and the reasons behind the
biggest regional diplomatic spat in
decades.
The official text of the 2013 Riyadh agreement, first reported by
CNN International, was released
July 10 by Saudi officials.

The written
agreement was clear
on not supporting
movements such as
the Muslim
Brotherhood.
The accord, which has been the
subject of much speculation, called
on Doha to cease interference in
other Gulf countries’ affairs and
end support for the Muslim Brotherhood and other radical groups.
A statement by Saudi Arabia, the
United Arab Emirates, Bahrain and
Egypt said the declassified documents “confirm beyond any doubt
Qatar’s failure to meet its commitments and its full violation of its
pledges.”
Qatar questioned the timing of
the leak, saying it was aimed at
dampening mediation efforts by
the United States and fellow GCC
member Kuwait. However, Gulf
officials, who spoke to The Arab
Weekly on condition of anonymity,
said the disclosure was intended to
inform US Secretary of State Rex
Tillerson and other Western officials who have stepped in to mediate the dispute.
The sources said the intended
goal was to point out to well-meaning mediators that, despite Doha
trying to position itself as a victim,
Qatar reneged on pledges at the
highest level.

New equation. (From L-R) Saudi Foreign Minister Adel al-Jubeir, UAE Foreign Minister Abdullah bin Zayed al-Nahyan, Egyptian Foreign
Minister Sameh Shoukry and Bahraini Foreign Minister Khalid bin Ahmed al-Khalifa during a meeting on the diplomatic situation with
Qatar, in Cairo, July 5.
(Reuters)
The sources stressed Qatar’s failure to follow up on the GCC security agreements was only part of
the many pieces of evidence — from
financing terrorism and sponsoring
militant groups — the four countries involved in the dispute have
on Doha.
The first agreement signed in November 2013 was handwritten, a
possible indication of last-minute
negotiations and changes.
The 2013 accord, signed by the
late King Abdullah bin Abdulaziz
Al Saud, the Emir of Kuwait Sheikh
Sabah Ahmad al-Sabah and the
Emir of Qatar Sheikh Tamim bin
Hamad al-Thani, was centred on
the concept of not interfering in the
internal affairs of other GCC coun-

tries. The agreement called for no
support for antagonistic media but
did not mention Al Jazeera directly.
The written agreement was clear on
not supporting movements such as
the Muslim Brotherhood.
On March 5, 2014, Saudi Arabia,
the UAE and Bahrain abruptly withdrew their ambassadors from Doha
over what was described as Qatar’s
failure to commit to a GCC security
agreement signed in 2013. A statement by the trio said the pledge that
GCC countries not back “anyone
threatening the security and stability of the GCC whether as groups
or individuals — via direct security
work or through political influence,
and not to support hostile media”
was not honoured by Qatar.

That dispute resulted in the signing of an agreement on November
16, 2014, which was headlined “Top
Secret” and came after months of
mediation by Kuwait and other
GCC allies. Unlike the 2013 document, this agreement mentioned Al
Jazeera by name.
The updated agreement added
more signatories, including Bahraini King Hamad bin Isa al-Khalifa
and Abu Dhabi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Zayed al-Nahyan. In
addition to the points of the previous agreement, it called for all
GCC members to support Egyptian
stability and to no longer support
media hostile to Egypt, “including
all the offences broadcast on Al Jazeera and Al Jazeera Mubasher Misr

and to work to stop all offences in
Egyptian media.”
The current GCC crisis broke out
June 5 when Saudi Arabia, the UAE,
Bahrain and Egypt severed diplomatic and transport ties with Doha
over its alleged links to extremist
groups and Iran. The four countries told Qatar to end its relationship with the Muslim Brotherhood
movement and downgrade ties
with Iran, among other demands.
This was followed by the four
countries giving Doha a list of 13
demands. A deadline to agree to
those demands passed without any
breakthroughs.
Mohammed Alkhereiji is the Gulf
section editor of The Arab Weekly.

Saudis and allies to likely ratchet up
pressure on Qatar as US mediation fails
The Arab Weekly staff

London

S

audi Arabia and its allies
were expected to continue
their isolation of and could
increase pressure on Qatar
after efforts by the United
States to defuse the tensions apparently faltered.
A week of shuttle diplomacy by
US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson,
in which he visited Qatar, Kuwait
and Saudi Arabia, showed no significant results.
The Saudi-led bloc’s stance received a strong boost in the wake
of Tillerson’s departure from the region as US President Donald Trump,
in Christian Broadcasting Network
(CBN) interview, reiterated his accusation of Qatar having a history
of financing terrorism. In a phone
call with Saudi King Salman bin
Abdulaziz Al Saud on July 14, he
seemed to be expressing support
for Saudi Arabia in the crisis. The
“president emphasised the need
to cut all funding for terrorism and
discredit extremist ideology,” the
White House said in a statement.
On July 12, a day after meeting
with Qatari officials in Doha, Tillerson was in Jeddah with his counterparts from Saudi Arabia, the United
Arab Emirates, Bahrain and Egypt.
Gulf officials said Tillerson was taken aback by the countries’ refusal

to make concessions to Qatar. The
sources said that, despite the Gulf
states welcoming Trump to the US
presidency and working to deepen
bilateral cooperation, they were
looking for partners, not masters.
Saudi media, which usually convey the government’s official stance
on issues, accused Tillerson of bias
towards Doha.
“When the US Secretary of State
Rex Tillerson meets with angry
ministers of the quartet — Egypt,
Saudi Arabia, the UAE and Bahrain
— he will find himself facing governments that have already made a
decision,” wrote former Al Arabiya
TV General Manager Abdulrahman
al-Rashed for the London-based
Asharq Al-Awsat newspaper.

We are headed for a
long estrangement…
we are very far from
a political solution
involving a change
in Qatar’s course.

”

Anwar Gargash, UAE minister
of state for foreign affairs

“What makes [the July 12] meeting in Jeddah difficult is that Tillerson has, since the beginning of the
crisis, appeared to be taking the Qatari side,” Rashed wrote, encouraging the US secretary of state to “save
Qatar from itself.”

Al-Hayat, another Saudi-owned
pan-Arab daily, quoted the Saudi
Shura Council Foreign Affairs Committee Chairman Zuhair al-Harthi
as saying the United States “was
among the first countries to point
out Qatar’s involvement in supporting terrorism.”
Regarding the recently agreed-to
US-Qatari accord to clamp down on
terror funding, Harthi said: “This
agreement provides evidence of
Qatar’s involvement in supporting
and funding terrorism. The United
States might think that Qatar needs
to make a firm commitment to stop
this support, so they forced them
through this agreement announced
in Doha.”
The agreement to curb terror financing is a new initiative, Tillerson
said, that “represents weeks of intensive discussions between experts
and reinvigorates the spirit of the
Riyadh summit.” However, a statement by the four countries involved
in the dispute with Qatar said the
memorandum of understanding did
not go far enough.
“The four nations value the efforts
being made by the United States to
counter terrorism and dry up sources of terror finance as well as honour
the full-fledged robust partnership
demonstrated in the Islamic-US
summit, which formed a decisive
international position against extremism and terrorism, regardless of
their sources and origin,” the statement by the UAE, Saudi Arabia, Bah-

Not looking in the right places. Members of the Qatari Navy (L) and
the US Navy look at a map inside a vessel during a joint military
exercise in Doha, last June.
(AFP)
rain and Egypt said.
“While the four nations believe
that the Memorandum of Understanding between the [United
States] and the Qatari authorities is
a result of repeated pressures and
demands over the past years to stop
supporting terrorism, they affirm
that such a step is not enough, and
they will closely monitor the seriousness of Qatar in combating all
forms of funding, supporting and
fostering of terrorism,” the statement added.
A further indicator that Tillerson’s trip failed to generate a breakthrough involved comments by UAE
Minister of State for Foreign Affairs
Anwar Gargash, who stated on social media that the dispute with Qatar appears to be a lengthy one, with
no quick solutions.

“We are headed for a long estrangement… we are very far from a
political solution involving a change
in Qatar’s course and in light of that
nothing will change and we have to
look for a different format of relations,” Gargash said on Twitter.
While saying Tillerson’s mediation attempt cannot be described
as a failure, Qatar’s foreign minister
admitted that the crisis “cannot be
solved in a day.”
The crisis broke out June 5 with
Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Bahrain
and Egypt severing diplomatic and
transport ties with Doha over its alleged links to extremist groups and
Iran. A list of 13 demands by the four
countries for Doha to meet to resolve the crisis is still on the table.
Gulf officials, however, said further
sanctions were possible.

